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Pola is a functional style programming language—currently under development—whose type system guarantees that all its programs run in polynomial time. Indeed, as every polynomial time (PTIME)
algorithm can be rendered in Pola, the language is complete for polynomial time programming. Furthermore, to someone familiar with functional programming, Pola enforces a style of programming which
is—relative to what is being achieved—quite natural.
Pola was inspired by the realization that Bellantoni and Cook’s system of safe recursion [1] can
be viewed as the proof theory of a polarized logic [4]. As polarized logic was developed to model
games, Pola has inherited some game theoretic terminology. In particular, rather than having “safe” and
“normal” types, Pola has “player” and “opponent” types. The game theoretic view is that the opponent
drives the iteration of computation while the player responds in constant time (and space) in the context
he is given. This semantics has a particularly appealing and simple categorical presentation using a
fibration whose fibers are affine categories together with a notion of “comprehended” inductive fixed
points.
The development of implicit systems for PTIME programs has considerable history. In particular,
Bellantoni and Cook’s system of safe recursion is a simplification of a slightly earlier system of Leivant
[8]. That system used tiered recursion and supported a general class of inductive data. Bellantoni and
Cook, besides simplifying the system of tiers by safe recursion, also abandoned general inductive data
in favor of modeling binary numbers: this limits their system as a basis for programming. Hofmann, in
his habilitationsschrift [6], aware of all the above, developed a modal type system for PTIME programs
which he modeled in a presheaf topos. In particular, Hofmann suggested that constant time affine computations could be used as the basis for stepping up to polynomial time. Pola’s player world (in a given
opponent context) is, as mentioned above, both affine and populated by constant time computations.
Furthermore, in Pola these player worlds can additionally support arbitrary coinductive fixed points.
An important step in the development of Pola was to provide uniform recursion schemes both for
inductive and coinductive data. Pola’s recursion scheme derives from the circular proof systems of Luigi
Santocanale [11], which also appeared earlier (with other schemes) in Varmo Vene’s thesis [12]. This
recursion scheme, as used in Pola, is interesting as it has some built-in higher-order content which allows
one to avoid Colson’s objection [5, 10] to first-order recursion schemes and to express recursive programs
in a reasonably natural manner.
The original motivation behind Pola was driven by the investigation of implicit type systems for low
complexity programs. However, the fact that there is a relatively simple categorical semantics for this
system, suggests another important direction: perhaps, categorical techniques can be usefully employed
to obtain a deeper structural understanding of PTIME?
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